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1. INTRODUCTION

An important phase in the design, operation and
jfety analysis of liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder
^actors (LMF3Rs) involves Che prediction of plane
jsponse Co various transients. Loss of power to a
omp, turbine trip, or the uncontrolled withdrawal of a
factor control rod bank are examples of anticipated
icidents. A complete loss of forced cooling or a
ajor rupture in the primary piping system with reactor
cram are termed accidental transients.

This paper deals with the modeling =md simulation
: system-wide transients in L>lF3?.s. "unprotected"
•;ents (i.e., the presumption of failure of the plant
rotection systea) leading to core-aelt are not
onsidered in this paper. The existing computational
apabilicies in the area of protected transients in the
.S. are noted. Various physical and numerical
pproximacions that are made in these codes are
iscussed. Finally, the future direction in the area
£ model verification and improvements is discussed.

2. SIMULATION A:;D PHYSICAL MODELING

. 1 Simulation Apprcacr.es

Dynamic simulation of complex physical systems,
ich as, nuclear power plants, submarines, and
ircrafts requires identification of important physical
rocasses and their natheaatical modeling through
inservation and canstitucive principles. In general,
~.e solution of these conservation ana constitutive
luations yields the desired state of the system under
zudy. Regardless of the modeling details, the system
ay be siauiaced on an analog, digital., or hybrid
.imputer [Li.

There -ire a number of well-defined advancages and
isadvantagas of both analog and digital computers [2).
^rnaps die <ey iis cincciun between .analog and digital
joputers Lies in ihe accuracy offered by them. In
-alog machines, the accuracy is limited by the Quality
: computer components ana is rarely better than ).i?;
• f'-ill-scaie. The accuracy of aaca in digital
jmpucers is controlled ay the number of bits in memory
^iiscers and numerical technique employed.

hybrid computer techniques, 23 Che name implies,
iTriser.c in effort to -;sr:3Lne in one syscem soae oc
.= -r.aracteriitici assocutec with anaxo^ iyst^ms with
•use of iigitai systems, thus, in principle, a hybrid

computer can be utilized as purely analog or purely
digital. In actual usage, however, hybridization
involves the actual interconnecting of analog and
digical portions within the system.

Analog computers are particularly useful in
solving initial value problems in one independent vari-
able. Partial differential equations involving two or
more independent variables can be solved by permitting
no more than one variable to vary in continuous form;
the remaining variables will then have to be discret-
ized by the application of finite difference approxi-
mations .

Digital computers are capable only of solving
algebraic expressions. Therefore, all independent
variables aust be discretized. There are a number of
numerical techniques that have been developed for, and
particularly well suited to digital computers. It
should, however, be added that the digital techniques
are by far the most popular ones in use.

2.2 LMFBR System Simulation Capabilities

The primary aias of detailed system simulation
codes are applications to design, training and safety
analysis. Table I summarizes significant physical
processes and the desired numerical efficiency for a
number of representative transients in LHF3Ks. It is,
therefore, evident chat a simulator or a system code is
expected to yield a considerable number of chermo-
hydraulic parameters with engineering accuracy and
reasonable computational efficiency. The achieved
accuracy is, in part, dependenc on Che realism of
physical and mathematical models and their respective
solutions.

Table II lists the LKF3R system simulation
capabilities and limitations in the L'nitea itatas [31.
ti'ALAP [4] was obtained by adopting the ?.EI_-J-3S 12]
(3NL version of RELAP-3) computer code through
substitution of sodium properties inscead of those of
water. Although this code is capable of providing a
rudimentary fiow decay for a Loss of piping ince;;ri:y
accident in the primary systea, many •nocellr.g -as well
as operacing limitations exisc.

The IA.'."US [5] code vas developed for che Fast rl-jx
Test Facility (rFTF) ar.Q is capable of aodeiir.g
chermohydrdulic transients in che primary, inteneii
inc the -dump heac exchangee I. tertiary; systems- The

<or< pert-j cnnd nnaer ihe auspices oc ;he >aicsa a^aces



.;iO I?I code is s ia i lar to IANUS, and is designed for
:ecicic application co Che Clinch River Breeder
•actor ICRBR). It models the pciaacy and intermediate
at transport systens as well as the steam generating
seen. IANUS and DEMO ara specifically designed tor
.rcicular plants and lack nany physical models as
ismarized in Table I I . A version or DEMO was
:veloped at: 3NL L81 for use in FFTF system transient
:alysis. More recently a version of DEMO has been
iapced to a Pool-type LMFBR [91. The dynamic
imlation code KATCON 110], used for evaluation of
eraal hydraulic behavior of the ESR-II primary
seem, has been linked to DEMO-IV compucer code
suiting in :."ATDE>IO code [ I I I . Application of HATDEMO

. EBR-II loss of power transients show excellent
reements with key plant variables.

The BREN'DA [121 code developed at the University
Arizona consists of a number of digi ta l simulators

epared and maintained as input files for the DARE-P
ftware system (Digital Analyzer Replacemenc-Porc-
ie) . The code is intended to provide convenient and
jr.craical simulations of transients for use in scoping
ucies .

The EPRI-CURL [13] code developed at Cornell
iversity is s ia i lar in scope Co DEMO code, except for
cter physical and mathematical model representation,
hancing physical and numerical accuracy.

The SSC [141 code developed at 3rookhaven National
boratory is a highiy general, state-of—the—art code
r D!FBR system simulation studies. It provides
:her detailed models for processes of interest in the
actor core as '-ell as the heat transport and the
•;an generating system. Depending upon the transient
be analyzed, the user can choose, through

propriate input data cards, to emphasize either the
-reactor or the balance of plant or both. This code

providing advanced system transient capability for
e U.S. N'uclear Regulatory Commission's LMFBR
;er.sing studies. This code has been in operation for
re than four years and i t is being used by a . Jge
naer of organizations both at home and abroad. It is
so bein^ validated using the FFTF plant data as veil
the existing test data fron various other canponent

variable speed, centrifugal units. The impeller
behavior is best characterized by homologous head and
torque relations. The transient speed and discharge
rate are evaluated from impeller and coolant dynamic
equations. The thermal performance of the intermediate
heat exchanger, for most systen-wide simulations, can
be represented in terms of one equivalent heat transfer
tube. Similarly, the steam generating system can be
modeled in terms of a single heat transfer tube in each
of the evaporator and superheater, if they are separate
uni ts , or by a single tube for once-through type steam
generator designs. Due care must, or course, be given
to the different flow regimes on the water side.

2.4 Numerical Techniques

There are two separate problems: one is to obtain
the steady-state solution for the entire system uhich,
then, is used as in i t ia l condition in integrating the
time-dependent equations for al l systens and
subsystens. The steady-state solutions can best be
obtained by solving tine-independent conservation
equatons. This method is superior to the one in which
the plant is initialized by numerically forcing
tixe-derivative terms of the time-dependent equations
to approach zero. The second part of the problem is
considerably more involved and interesting since the
entire system is comprised of processes which have
characteristic time constants varying over a few orders
of magnitude [15]. This results in a rather "stiff"
set of equations. Grouping of variables that
contribute to these snail time contants and integrating
then with snail step size while using large step sizes
for che rest of the variables has been one of the
approaches to limit the compucer time. This parti t ion-
ing of variables has been done in the SSC code on the
basis of physical argunents and has been found to be
succesful. THe same underlying principle is used in
the EPRI-CURL code. The experience to date shows
savings in computing tine by a factor of up to four.
The method of separting the fast and slow variables has
been studied mathematically [16! for linear systems and
applied to non-linear systems by Girijashanker ec a l . ,
[171 and has been successful;/ tested for a pressurized
water reactor system. The ut i l i ty of this scheme could
be considerably enhanced if i t could be made autooacic.

i Physical Mogels

In viev of the limited space, i t is not possible
detail ail of che audels that have been used in

frerar.c codes. Only key features are listed below,
r a ^ora detailed presentation, the reader is
:er;.eu to a review article by Agrawal and
icib-Xahbar [1).

The reactor heat generation rate is invariably
oriented by the poir.t-kinetics. The entire reactor
re, in most detailed system codes, represents at
isc one or more fuel, biankec or control assemblies.
i rhemai-nydraulics throughout the plant is
presented by a suitably averaged one-diaensional (In
ice/ conservation equations. The multidimensional
:ects -̂ ay be incorporated in an approximate way. For
tapis, pacaiiel reactor channels in che reaccor cora
"•. ce coupled via coranon pressure head points Ln che
••er ma upper mixing plena. These regions themselves
• be modeled either dS a single or multiple lumps
jncrol volumes) as cone in the SSC code il-»|.

the puces tnac are -.sed in the primary ana
:±rne:iiat£ hear transport systems are free-surrace.

3. FUTURE DIRECTION'S IN I.MF3R SIMULATIOS

The future effort in che area or L.MFBR simulation
may be divided inco four categories: nodel
improvements, accident management, numerical methods,
and computer code verification. In che first category,
modeling improvements are needed for the hot-spot core
temperatures to account for (I) key uncertainties in
the fuel-dad gap conductance, (2) inter- and
intra-assembly heat redistribution at low flows, (3)
the mixing and stratification of sodium in large bodies
such as the plena in the reactor vessel and che
intermediate heat exchanger, and (-V) stratification in
the pipings. A better understanding of the sodium
boiling and post-boiling effects ac low flows and lot/
heat flux will also be desirable.

The area of accident management is beginning to
gee rhe attention i t deserves. Much or :ne simulation
studies have been directed towards finding che



In che area of computation methods, there is
Iways a desire for more efficient integration schemes,
nere is a growing interest in real-time (or taster)
imulation. Invariably this would Imply making some
otnprotnise on the modeling level.

The area of computer code verification really has
wo parts: one to ascertain that the code is doing
hat it was intended to do, and the second to ascertain
hether the code is sioulating realistically. The
irst part is relatively easier to verity via inter-
ace comparisons and "isolated" analytical solutions,
he second part is more involved—it can be done
hrough code applications to the whole plant data as
ell as phenomesological tests. This phase of code
erification is a continuing process and it must be
arried out in order to provide confidence in the an-
Lytical tools.
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